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Gatineau, Tuesday, May 30, 2017 - Nordik Group, owner of Nordik Spa-Nature in the Outaouais region, 
Quebec, and of Thermëa by Nordik Spa-Nature in Winnipeg, Manitoba, is a flourishing company that 
wants to carve out a place for itself at the peak of the wellness and hotel industries. It’s with great 
pride and ambition that the owners, renowned businessmen Martin Paquette and Daniel Gingras, are 
announcing today the opening of Nordik Group’s headquarters in the Ottawa Gatineau region. The 
complex, which occupies 27,000 square feet, is the result of a 5.5 million dollar investment and will 
represent a strong economic driver for the region. 

Nordik Group Is Moving Its Headquarters to Gatineau
to Develop 10 Spas in 10 Years across North America



The company is also announcing its expansion plan, which consists in developing 10 spas by 2027 
across North America. The objective is to push the industry to new heights by offering innovative and 
leading edge experiences, thus making the company an international leader in Nordic type spas. 
To achieve this goal, Nordik Group is relying on its role as a major job creator in the region, employing 
more than 60 people to support its development and more than 460 people for all of its current spas.

Since Nordik’s adventure began, the team has proven itself as an industry trailblazer through its 
commitment and its mission. Nordik Spa-Nature in Chelsea, Quebec, welcomed its first guests in 2005. 
It has continued to innovate and evolve by introducing unique relaxation experiences, and eventually 
became the largest spa in North America. In 2015, Thermëa by Nordik Spa-Nature, the only Nordic 
spa in the Canadian Prairies, opened its doors in Winnipeg. As well, a third Spa-Nature, in Ontario, is 
currently in development. Its primary mission being to make a difference in people’s lives, Nordik Group 
is leading multiple projects and growing by identifying business opportunities, associating with them 
and bringing promising and large-scale projects to life. 

Developing to become an international leader in spas

Nordik Group’s new corporate services offices have been specially designed and set up to respond 
to the company’s needs and to the rapid growth of its workforce. These high-tech, smart, and user 
friendly open concept office spaces are evidence of Nordik Group’s flair for innovation. They will allow 
the Group’s employees and artisans from the Marketing, Corporate Development, Finance, Information 
Technology, Project, Design and Construction divisions, as well as those of the call centre, to come 
together under one roof. The skills and expertise of these employees truly contribute, through a common 
vision, to the growth of the company and the achievement of its mission.

“Nordik Group’s corporate services offices were designed and created so as to ensure the well being 
of our present and future employees, with the singular goal of taking the lead on all current and future 
work” [translation] says Martin Paquette, CEO of Nordik Group.

High-tech and innovative office spaces



Nordik Group is a rapidly expanding company that wants to carve out a place for itself at the peak of 
the wellness, health and tourism industries. By relying on the diversity of its activities, Nordik Group has 
created value and has grown its market. Through its Corporate Development division, Nordik Group 
identifies and assesses promising, large-scale projects and business opportunities to accomplish and 
join along with dynamic organizations with mandates generally focused on wellness.
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